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When charging or discharging electric vehicles, power losses occur in the vehicle and the building
systems supplying the vehicle. A new use case for electric vehicles, grid services, has recently begun
commercial operation. Vehicles capable of such application, called Grid-Integrated Vehicles, may have
use cases with charging and discharging summing up to much more energy transfer than the charging
only use case, so measuring and reducing electrical losses is even more important. In this study, the
authors experimentally measure and analyze the power losses of a Grid-Integrated Vehicle system, via
detailed measurement of the building circuits, power feed components, and of sample electric vehicle
components. Under the conditions studied, measured total one-way losses vary from 12% to 36%, so
understanding loss factors is important to efﬁcient design and use. Predominant losses occur in the
power electronics used for AC-DC conversion. The electronics efﬁciency is lowest at low power transfer
and low state-of-charge, and is lower during discharging than charging. Based on these ﬁndings, two
engineering design approaches are proposed. First, optimal sizing of charging stations is analyzed.
Second, a dispatch algorithm for grid services operating at highest efﬁciency is developed, showing 7.0%
to 9.7% less losses than the simple equal dispatch algorithm.
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Introduction
Plug-in electric vehicle (EV) sales have rapidly climbed because
society's environmental and energy security concerns have resulted in policies to encourage or subsidize purchase of such vehicles.
Nevertheless, today's high battery costs result in higher vehicle
prices, slowing sales relative to their market potential. One way of
reducing the cost of ownership is to provide grid services from EVs,
thus providing a revenue stream from parked vehicles when not in
use [1]. Indeed, EVs are able to provide multiple grid services,
enabling substantially higher penetration of variable generation
from renewable power sources. For example [2], models a combination of solar, offshore wind and onshore wind with storage
selected to minimize overall cost; EVs are selected as the primary
grid storage in all resulting least-cost optimizations.
The grid services proposed include voltage regulation, frequency regulation, reserves, and, since these services trade in
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paying markets, EVs with the right policies can participate and be
remunerated. The impact of EVs on the electric grid when providing
voltage regulation is shown in Ref. [3]. A detailed description of EV
ﬂexibility services including the voltage regulation from market
perspective can be found in Ref. [4], and an actual demonstration
project of EV frequency regulation is described in Ref. [5]. Other
studies schedule EV services for maximum proﬁt [6], calculate
proﬁtability of grid services to show realistic net revenue [7], and
model a French EV ﬂeet [8].
The University of Delaware (UD) GIV system has been implemented commercially by Nuvve. In operation, individual EVs are
able to charge as well as discharge, which, under grid-relevant
control, has value (and now run on qualifying markets in the PJM
Interconnection territory of the US, in Denmark and the UK). These
controllable charge- and discharge-rate EVs can operate in GridIntegrated Vehicles (GIV) mode, controlled by and reporting to a
central aggregator. The aggregator presents the EV ﬂeet to a grid
entity, for example a transmission system operator (TSO), as if it
were a single power resource. First commercially operated by UD
and eVgo (then NRG) in early 2013 [9], this system is now being
commercialized by Nuvve in multiple districts.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.energy.2017.03.015
0360-5442/© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Nomenclature

l

Dt

N
NEV

Ah
Cin
Cout
EACin
EACout
EDCin
EDCout
IAC
IDC

Simulation sample time (s)
Amp hour. One Ah ¼ 3600 Coulombs (C), because
1C ¼ 1 A * 1 s (Ah)
Ampere-seconds charged over the N number of cycles
ðA$sÞ
Ampere-seconds discharged over the N number of
cycles ðA$sÞ
Cumulative energy ﬂowing from the EVSE to the PEU
during an entire experiment (Wh)
Cumulative energy ﬂowing from the PEU to the EVSE
during an entire experiment (Wh)
Cumulative energy ﬂowing from the PEU to the battery
during an entire experiment (Wh)
Cumulative energy ﬂowing from the battery to the PEU
during an entire experiment (Wh)
Instantaneous current on the AC line (A)
Instantaneous current on the DC bus (A)

An optimizing aggregator developed by UD allows for the needs
of individual drivers, who may choose to unplug and travel at any
time, while providing the grid with reliable power [10]. It does so
by implementing dispatch algorithms, responsible for allocating
grid requests across the vehicle ﬂeet and for dispatching power
ﬂows of individual vehicles, while still considering EV conditions
(e.g., state-of-charge (SOC), battery temperature), expected future
trips, or any other relevant information [11]. Several other dispatch
algorithms have been proposed in the literature. For instance,
reference [12] presents unidirectional dispatch strategies for an EV
ﬂeet providing ancillary services. Reference [13] suggests a dispatch
solution for two-way ﬂow using a quadratic problem formulation.
Reference [14] compares a centralized and a decentralized dispatch
algorithm, and [15], proposes charging strategies to limit battery
degradation.
Although these studies and algorithms take into account many
variables and parameters in order to control an EV ﬂeet, none of
them takes into account the varying energy losses between the grid
connection point and the EV battery e at best, a steady loss factor is
considered, despite prior articles showing that losses vary with
variables like battery state of charge [16], or current of charging and
discharging [17]. The omission of efﬁciency variation under varying
conditions may lead to higher electric losses and thus higher costs
during operations. Losses are especially problematic for high-dutycycle GIV functions using bidirectional ﬂow.
This article makes two advances. First, power losses are extensively measured, from grid to the EV battery and back to the grid,
under different conditions. These measurements are generalized by
deriving functions to predict power losses. Second, the article
quantitatively evaluates whether losses should be taken into account when controlling EV charging and discharging patterns e
both in normal charging and under bidirectional dispatch algorithms for grid services. The provision of grid services will change
the charging (and discharging) duty cycle, from present-day design
that charges only to reﬁll the battery for driving. In the long term,
EV charger-discharger characteristics should be designed for grid
services use cases, but for now, the article evaluates the beneﬁt of
dispatch algorithms designed to consider today's chargerdischarger efﬁciency parameters.
For some types of valuable grid services, a storage unit is subject
to frequent charging and discharging cycles. The increased
throughput makes measurement of power loss important to

Pik
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ti
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Percentage power losses of the component under
study (%)
Number of cycles during one experiment
Number of EVs
Instantaneous power of vehicle k at time i (W)
Instantaneous power ﬂowing in the component under
study (W)
Instantaneous power ﬂowing out of the component
under study (W)
Power requested by PJM at time i (W)
Instantaneous State of Charge (SOC) of vehicle k at time
i (%)
Starting time of the ith Coulomb cycle
Duration of the charging mode of a single ampere-hour
neutral cycle (s)
Duration of the discharging mode of a single amperehour neutral cycle (s)
Instantaneous voltage on the AC line (V)
Instantaneous voltage on the DC bus (V)

achieve efﬁcient operation. Round-trip power losses from the grid
entry point to the storage battery are measured, through a series of
experiments that put the system under charging and discharging
cycles.
For this study two vehicles were measured in great detail for
many components under many different operating conditions. The
same extensive effort could have been invested, for example, into
fewer measurements of many vehicles, fewer variations in conditions, or many repetitions of the same measurement to provide
error bars. The approach taken here is insightful while acknowledging tradeoffs, for example, that variance in measurements are
not quantiﬁed.
In order to explore the application of these results, two charging
speciﬁcations or decisions that incorporate the experimental results are proposed: ﬁrst for simple overnight charging and then for
provision of grid services. In the latter use case, two dispatch algorithms are compared: one dispatching the power equally among
the vehicles, without consideration of the power losses previously
experimentally assessed, and a second dispatching the power
among EVs strategically in order to minimize the power losses.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 is a description of
the system from which the losses were measured, including the
measuring devices. Section 3 presents the experimental procedure
for the different parts of the system. Experimental results are
described in section 4 and discussed in section 5. These results are
used in section 6 to explore two strategies for charging and grid
services. Conclusions are presented in 7.
2. System components
In this section, the whole system being measured for power
losses is described. Also, the measuring devices used are brieﬂy
presented. The system boundaries are delimited by the EV battery
on one side, and by the customer grid connection point on the
other. More details about this system, part of the UD eV2G project,
can be found in Ref. [18].
The system components consist of two parts: building and EV
components. The building part includes components from the
connector and cord of the charging station, also known as Electric
Vehicle Supply Equipment (EVSE), to the grid connection point. The
grid connection point is typically the commercial meter point, so
losses anywhere from here to the battery and back are of practical
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Fig. 1. System components overview. The AC meter is moved to other nodes, depending on the experiment.

revenue impact to the user or building owner. The EV components
consist of the charger-discharger of the car, also known as the Power
Electronics Unit (PEU), and the EV battery. The vehicle-side
connector would technically be considered part of the car, but for
measurement purposes is difﬁcult to distinguish from the EVSE cord.
All the system components, the measuring devices, the power
and the communication lines are shown in Fig. 1.
2.1. Building electrical components
The components making up the system without including the
EV are:
Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment (EVSE): The EVSE, or
charging station, is the interface between the EV and the
building electrical system. Its primary function is to ensure a
safe power connection between the EV and the grid by
providing plug compatibility and security (e.g. a relay that closes
on EV plug present, opens on ground fault). The EVSE is single
phase with J1772 connector and CAN over control pilot
communication.1 Voltage at the charging station is 240 V from
this circuit. Maximum current on the AC line is capped by
vehicle limitation to 75 A, making maximum power ﬂow 18 kW
either charging or discharging. Like other AC EVSEs, the power
circuit passes through only connectors, terminals and one relay,
there are no active power electronics in the EVSE.2
Breaker Panel: Each EVSE is protected with a pair of 100 A
circuit breakers, one on each conductor. All branch circuit
breakers are within the panel, which is responsible for splitting
the three-phase 240 V transformer output to the ﬁfteen singlephase EVSEs. A main 900 A breaker protects the entire panel.
Transformer: The device furthest to the grid side analyzed here
is a 300 kVA transformer that steps the 480 V building voltage
down to the 240 V distribution panel. This might be called an
intermediate transformer. The primary 12.47 kV transformer,
from utility distribution to 480 V building power, is not
considered here and is not shown in the diagram. In many US
commercial buildings, the 480 V circuit would be the utilitymetered circuit.

1
CAN over control pilot is standardized in IEC 61851-1, Annex D, and is also being
standardized in draft SAE J3068.
2
DC EVSEs, not studied here, have essentially the same topology and efﬁciency
consideration, but with the PEU moved out of the dotted boundary of the EV and
placed inside the EVSE.

2.2. EV components
The experiments were conducted on two BMW MiniE vehicles.
The University of Delaware, in collaboration with commercial
partners BMW AG, AutoPort and NRG, has upgraded the vehicle to
allow bi-directional power ﬂow [9]. The electric vehicle can both
charge the battery and also discharge power back to the grid. A ﬂeet
of these and other vehicles are aggregated and participate
commercially in PJM's regulation market [5], and experimentally in
other markets. A second MiniE was also measured but found to
have atypically low PEU efﬁciency. Thus the second MiniE measurements are not averaged in but rather are cited occasionally
when relevant to observations here.
The MiniEs have an access point to the DC battery bus right at
the output of the battery pack. Connecting a DC meter to this bus
enables the measurement of the EV battery voltage and current (DC
values) in real time (see Appendix C for a description of the
measuring devices). In order to control the car experimentally (set
mode, current rate etc.), a UD-developed embedded controller and
communications module is used. This module enables an EV to
provide grid services, and is referred to as the Vehicle Smart Link
(VSL). The VSL enables the communication with the car, (via a direct
plug-in serial communication) and the control of the AC current
rate and direction of both charging and discharging. Moreover, the
VSL monitors and provides access to EV conditions, such as the
battery SOC and temperature. Inside the EV, two vehicle components and one added control component are considered, shown in
Fig. 1:
EV Battery: The battery pack purchased by AC Propulsion is
composed of 48 LiPF6 cobalt modules in series, providing a rated
voltage of 345 V and a rated capacity of 106 Ah. Thus, the C-rate
of the battery amounts to 106 A.
Power Electronics Unit (PEU): A power electronics system for
converting from AC line voltage to the DC battery voltage and
vice-versa, including cooling fans and other parasitic loads. In
this study, the PEU is the AC-150 model made by AC Propulsion
as a supplier to BMW.
Vehicle Smart Link (VSL): A small control module designed by
UD and composed of EV-speciﬁc control circuits, plus an
embedded UNIX machine. It manages communication with the
EVSE and the EV's CANBus, stores user plans for trips, manages
charging, and acts as an ”EV Agent” in response to the optimizing aggregator. These characteristics make the EV capable of
providing value to the power grid [11]. For these experiments,
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the VSL is a convenient way to directly control rate and direction
of power ﬂow into and out of the vehicle.

2.3. Measuring devices
The measuring devices used for the experiments are:
AC Meter: The DM-II PLUS Power Quality Analyzer manufactured by Amprobe company was used for the AC measurements
[19]. Additionally, in the EVSE an AC meter is installed named
EKM Omnimeter Pulse v.4 [20]. This meter is permanently
located between the PEU and the EVSE, as shown in Fig. 1. The
DM-II PLUS device, when testing the building electrical components, has been used in various locations depending on the
component under test. This device along with a hall effect
sensor measures and records the AC current and voltage, as well
as the active and reactive power. The accuracy of the devices is
presented in Table 1 and the calibration information in
Appendix C.
DC Meter: The AcuDC 243-C DC meter manufactured by
AccuEnergy company was used to measure DC values on the DC
battery bus [21]. This device measures and records DC current,
voltage and power. This meter is also able to communicate in
real-time via RS485 Modbus serial communication. A hall effect
sensor was required to measure the battery current and provide
the AcuDC 243-C meter with a voltage signal proportional to the
current value. The CYHCS-WLY-300A-14 hall effect sensor from
ChenYang Technologies company was used [22]. The accuracy of
the devices is presented in Table 1 and the calibration information in Appendix C.
Building Sub-meter: The building sub-meter made by ION,
measuring the 480 V side of the 240/480 V transformer, is
permanently installed for this project, in order to continuously
record the summed in-and-out energy for the GIV operation in
this building. It was used only for the transformer
measurements.
3. Measurement methods and loss calculation
The measurement methods for each part of the system and how
the losses are calculated are described. The power commands issued to the vehicle system (via the VSL) in order to solicit the
vehicle according to the expected theoretical losses and to the
charging-discharging cycles are included.
3.1. Building electrical components
In this section, the measurement methods of the building
electrical components are described.
3.1.1. System analysis
From a theoretical perspective, the losses occurring within the
EVSE and the breakers can be divided into two kinds: the stand-by
losses, which are constant independently of current ﬂow, and the
Joule effect losses or I 2 R losses proportional to the square of the

Table 1
Accuracy of measuring devices in % of the reading value.

Voltage
Current
Active Power

AC Meters

DC Meter

±0:5
±0:5
±1:5 (±0:5 for EKM)

±0:2
±0:2
±0:5
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current ﬂowing through the components in question.
The losses occurring in the transformer are also twofold. First,
according to [23], there are the no-load losses which are ﬁxed
values and are unrelated to the load. These losses include hysteresis
losses, eddy current losses, dielectric losses, and thermal losses due to
no-load current. Second are load losses dependent upon the loading
on the transformer. According to [23], the load losses include the
copper losses that are proportional to the square of the current
ﬂowing in the transformer.
The objective is to measure losses during both charging and
discharging, as well as for a range of current values. By using the
VSL to control the AC power ﬂow at the PEU, charging and discharging periods at low (10 A), medium (30 A) and high steady
currents (42 A) are set.
3.1.2. Loss calculation
For each component, each current value, and each mode
(charging or discharging), percentage losses were computed according to equation (1) [24]:

l ¼ 100 

Pin  Pout
Pin

(1)

with l the power losses in percentage, and Pin and Pout respectively
the instantaneous power going in and going out of the component in
question with respect to the current ﬂow direction. The above
formula derives from the efﬁciency deﬁnition, which is the power
output divided by the power input [24]. Note that as charging and
discharging periods with steady current rates were enforced, the
instantaneous power values are steady for the entire system and for
each experiment.
3.2. EV components
In this section, the measurement methods of the EV components are described.
3.2.1. System analysis
Battery losses are due to several factors, among which are undesired electrochemical reactions within a battery, bad battery
condition management by a battery management system (BMS),
and cell warming due to internal resistance [25]. Accounting for
such losses from a theoretical point of view is beyond the scope of
this paper. Rather, the overall battery losses that are dependent
upon macro-factors are assessed. Therefore, the battery losses as a
function of the battery SOC and current were measured. Previous
studies tested different SOCs at constant current [26], or found
current to minimize losses [27]. These previous studies supported
this study's decision to vary SOC and current as parameters
affecting battery internal losses.
Regarding other EV components, the PEU losses consist of two
parts: stand-by losses inherent in the electronics, and Joule effect
losses proportional to the square current [28]. Therefore the current
rate is one signiﬁcant parameter for the PEU power loss behavior.
The experimental process developed by the authors is based on
the parameters SOC and current rate, and on the concept of
counting coulombs (Amp-seconds). The losses occurring in the
battery and in the PEU are simultaneously assessed during the
experiments. Each experiment consists of neutral amp-second
round-trips applied at the DC bus level, or in other words, same
number of coulombs are charged to and discharged from the battery. Although the same number of coulombs are entering and
leaving the battery, the energy into and out of the battery are not
the same due to the discharge voltage being lower than the charge
voltage at the battery terminals. This method is necessary because
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there is no practical way to measure losses inside the battery. For
the PEU, losses are more directly measured by voltage and current
(and thus power) measured on the input and the output sides.
In order to balance coulombs in battery round-trips, the ampsecond ﬂow on the DC bus was monitored in real time by using
the DC meter. When the desired number of amp-seconds was
reached, a python script automatically changed the charging AC
current to discharging and vice versa by communicating with the
VSL (see 2.2).
In order to obtain losses as a function of the SOC, the SOC should
not change substantially within an experiment. The SOC deviation
remained less than 1%.
These round-trips were performed for various steady AC current
values and battery SOC values. Measurements were conducted for
different combinations of current rates in the range of 10e70Amps
and SOCs in the range of 20e80%. The selected values of current and
SOC are typical during actual charging and discharging operations
when performing grid services.
During each experiment, voltage, current and power were
recorded from the DC meter (DC bus just after the battery), and the
AC meter (just after the PEU).
Additional information on the experimental procedure can be
found in Appendix A.
Since temperature can affect battery performance [26] and the
measurement site was inside a building but not space conditioned,
the battery temperature was recorded for each experiment and
measurements were made only on days with moderate indoor
temperatures. Recorded temperatures were within the range of
77e83+ F, (25e28+ C), well within the mid-range of speciﬁed operating temperatures for the vehicle systems.
3.2.2. Loss calculation
Let's consider an experiment consisting of a set of round-trips
performed at ﬁxed SOC and AC current values. Let IDC be the battery current, and ti , tci and tdi , respectively be the starting time,
charging duration and discharging duration of the ith round-trip.
Then, considering N number of round-trips, the battery capacities
are calculated as follows [29]:

Cin ¼

ti þtc
N Z i
X

IDC ðtÞdt

(2)

Cin  Cout
Cin þ Cout

with Cin and Cout respectively representing the total capacity
injected in and withdrawn from the battery. For each experiment,
the above number should be less than 0.1% so as it can be included
in the results.
During those cycles, energy ﬂows on the AC and DC lines,
allowing us to deﬁne the four quantities EACin , EACout , EDCin , and EDCout ,
each respectively standing for the cumulative energy ﬂowing from
the EVSE to the PEU, from the PEU to the EVSE, from the PEU to the
battery and from the battery to the PEU during the N cycles [24]:

EACin ¼

Cout ¼

ti þtci þtdi

Z

IDC ðtÞdt

with Cin and Cout respectively representing the total capacity
injected in and withdrawn from the battery.
By controlling the charging and discharging durations, the
overall net Amp-hour ﬂow is kept null, that is:

Cin  Cout z0

N
X

EACout ¼

VAC ðtÞIAC ðtÞdt

(6a)

ti þt
Z c þtd

VAC ðtÞIAC ðtÞdt

(6b)

i¼1 t þt
c
i

EDCin ¼

t þt
N Zi c
X

VDC ðtÞIDC ðtÞdt

(6c)

i¼1 t
i

EDCout ¼

N
X

ti þt
Z c þtd

VDC ðtÞIDC ðtÞdt

(6d)

i¼1 t þt
c
i

with VAC and IAC the voltage and current on the AC line respectively,
and VDC and IDC the voltage and the current on the DC line
respectively.
The percentage energy losses occurring in the battery ðlbat Þ, in
the PEU while charging ðlPEUc Þ, in the PEU while discharging ðlPEUd Þ
and the EV component overall losses ðlEV Þ are calculated as follows
[24]:

EDCin  EDCout
EDCin

(7a)

lPEUc ¼

EACin  EDCin
EACin

(7b)

lPEUd ¼

EDCout  EACout
EDCout

(7c)

lbat ¼

(3)

i¼1 t þt
ci
i

t þt
N Zi c
X
i¼1 t
i

i¼1 t
i

N
X

(5)

lEV ¼

EACin  EACout
EACin

(7d)

(4)

In order to guarantee equation (4), a method to estimate the
accuracy of each experiment was developed. The accuracy of these
experiments depends on the authors' diligently keeping the
measured capacity (amp-seconds) on the DC bus very close to net
zero. Despite the automatic control used, there were occasional
errors. These errors were constantly measured. The selected test
results have errors below 0.1%. The procedure for the accuracy
estimation includes the calculation of the total capacity injected in
and withdrawn from the battery. Then, for all the experiments the
following ratio is calculated:

3.3. Method limitations
The aforementioned method has some limitations described
here.
 One building electric system and two vehicles are tested in great
detail, so variance among systems is not captured. In fact, one
vehicle's measurements are reported only brieﬂy because it
appeared to be anomalously inefﬁcient (described later).
Nevertheless, as a ﬁrst and unique study, the results are
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insightful and identify component systems that merit further
measurements.
 All the system components are viewed in terms of their input
and output. Their internal behavior is out of the scope of this
study.
 Since the measurements are charging and discharging only a
single vehicle on a transformer designed to charge 15 vehicles,
the building transformer operates far below its rated power.
 Given that this is an in situ ﬁeld measurement campaign over
several months, with mobile instruments, not a controlled
environment, there are inaccuracies from both uncontrolled
variables and sensor drift.
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amperes are not considered.
Although there is some measurement error in these ﬁeld measurements, some general observations arise: losses in building
electrical components are very low; the only building element with
losses reaching almost 15% is the transformer when loaded far
below its rated power (z12% loss at 1% of rated or 5% loss at 3% of
rated.) Otherwise, the primary locations for efﬁciency improvements appear to be on-board the vehicle.
4.2. EV components
In this section, the results of the measured losses in the EV
components, including the battery and the PEU are presented.

4. Experimental results
The results in measured losses are presented ﬁrst for building
electrical components, then for EV components.
4.1. Building electrical components
The building components were measured at the UD GIV laboratory. Experimental results for building components are presented
in Table 2 for charging and discharging modes. Losses are shown
both in Watt values as well as in percentages of the DC power according to equation (1). Based on the AC meter accuracy there is an
uncertainty of ±1:5% in the measurements [19].
EVSE losses are very low (between 0.1 and 1.48%). They tend to
increase when the current increases, thus they are probably mainly
resistive losses.
Breaker losses are rather low (between 0.0 and 2.8%), and are
presumably resistive losses in breakers and contacts that are expected to increase with current. They generally appear higher as
current rises. However, the losses are not proportional to the current and are not even monotonic, and they are also not symmetrical
while charging and discharging. This suggests some experimental
variability or measurement errors, especially at those low values.
The losses occurring in the transformer are the highest of the
building components, for both charging and discharging modes
(10.2% and 14.6% for IAC ¼ 10A, respectively), because the transformer is operating far below its rated power (300 kVA versus
12 kW), as conﬁrmed by the fact that relative losses decrease when
the current increases. Thus, the losses are mostly iron losses (see
section 3.1.1), and these stand-by losses are high as a fraction of the
experimental power ﬂows. According to transformer efﬁciency
curve [30], in more typical use with more of the 15 EVs operating,
the fractional losses would be signiﬁcantly lower. For that reason,
when generalizing about the points of greatest losses in the entire
building-and-EV system, the atypically high percentage losses for
the 300 kVA transformer charging a single vehicle at 10 or 30

EVSE

Breakers

Transformer

AC current
(A)

10
30
42
10
30
42
10
30
42

4.2.2. PEU losses
PEU losses can be measured and computed separately when
charging and discharging. The loss, computed according to equations (7b) and (7c), are presented in Tables 4 and 5 respectively. The
losses in the PEU were measured between 0.88% and 16.53% for
charging, and 8.28% and 21.80% for discharging, reaching the
highest losses of any EV or building components. Generally, with
some exceptions, percentage losses are higher at lower current,
more consistently for charging than discharging. Some very high
losses are found at low SOC (again, with exceptions). For charging,
generally the higher efﬁciencies are achieved at higher SOC and
higher current. For discharging, no monotonic trend is apparent,
with 17.5%e21.8% losses under all conditions (the upper-left 8.28%
discharging loss is anomalous, suggesting a measurement error).
Discharging loss is always higher than charging loss (with the upper left again anomalous). Also, PEU losses are greater than round-

Table 3
Round-trip loss within battery (%) as a function of the battery state-of-charge (SOC)
and the AC current.
SOC

AC Current

Table 2
Charging and discharging losses of building components.
Component

4.2.1. Battery losses
Round-trip losses inside the battery, computed according to
equation (7a), are presented in Table 3.
Battery losses increase signiﬁcantly with the current. Regarding
losses dependency on SOC values, no particular trend is emerging.
The round-trip percentage battery losses are between 1.15% and
7.87%, which is coherent with the literature [31]. Additionally,
laboratory experiments on a battery module up to 50Amps DC
current were conducted in order to check the consistency of the
ﬁeld measurements. As shown in Appendix B, under this more
controlled measurement environment, the same trends for the
battery losses are observed.

Absolute losses
(W) ð±1:50%Þ

Percentage losses (%)

Charging

Discharging

Charging

Discharging

2.00
22.50
30.00
0.00
109.80
132.80
274.00
602.10
352.00

27.00
83.50
100.50
66.90
201.30
60.50
339.90
677.80
666.00

0.10
0.32
0.29
0.00
1.50
1.30
10.20
7.60
3.33

1.42
1.48
1.39
2.80
2.80
0.60
14.60
9.70
6.65

10
30
50
70

A
A
A
A

20%

40%

60%

80%

1.37
2.74
5.04
6.39

1.15
3.26
4.39
7.87

1.28
2.50
4.33
6.27

1.34
2.65
3.85
5.27

Table 4
PEU Charging Losses (%) as a function of battery SOC and AC current.
SOC

AC Current

10
30
50
70

A
A
A
A

20%

40%

60%

80%

16.53
5.91
4.12
1.96

2.10
7.68
5.43
2.36

5.30
5.73
4.64
0.88

1.19
7.82
4.77
2.33
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Table 5
PEU Discharging Losses (%) as a function of SOC and AC current.
SOC

AC Current

10
30
50
70

A
A
A
A

20%

40%

60%

80%

8.28
20.71
18.03
18.36

17.64
19.50
19.01
17.77

21.80
20.85
17.92
17.70

18.94
19.76
18.00
17.55

trip battery losses under all conditions except charging at the
highest currents; PEU losses are also higher than all building
components (excepting as noted the low-load whole-building
transformer).
A second MiniE was also measured, with the primary difference
being that the PEU losses were much higher, especially at low SOC
and low current. This vehicle was so far away from manufacturer
speciﬁcations that its results are not extensively tabulated here.
Nevertheless, this second vehicle is a caution that power electronics can perform out of speciﬁcations. For example, at 50Amps
and 80% SOC, charging losses were 11% and discharging 18%,
slightly high. But at 10 Amperes and 20% SOC, charging losses were
a staggering 74% and discharging losses were 51%. These extreme
inefﬁciencies were not apparent to technical staff working on the
vehicle until the measurement campaign reported here, with
external instruments and varying over the full range of conditions
of SOC and current.

4.2.3. EV losses in GIV operation
Round-trip losses for all EV components, measured as a whole
system according to equation (7d), are shown in Table 6. These
losses include PEU and battery losses, with the larger PEU losses
having a greater effect on the overall system losses. Round-trip
losses of all EV components are fairly uniform because the totals
are dominated by the largest loss, PEU discharging, which is also
fairly uniform. The individual losses from Tables 3e5 can be
checked against the whole system losses by taking the product of
each component's efﬁciency. The comparison shows that the
10Amp and 70Amp values are very close, that is, the whole system
measurements validate the measured individual components losses within approximately 0.0% to 3.5%. However, the 30Amp and
50Amp values are lower in the whole system measurements of
Table 7, with the product of components around 26% and the whole
system measurement about 18%. From the nonlinearity of losses at
different ampere values, it is concluded that the whole system
measurements at 30 and 50Amp are low. Other than Fig. 2, the
individual component values are therefore used for subsequent
calculations.
The general trends and factors of EV losses are more easily understandable by plotting the losses in electrical units (kW) rather
than percent. Fig. 2 shows the round-trip EV system losses in kW as
a function of AC input power, also in kW. The intercept of losses is
about 0.6 kW, and as the input power increases, the losses increase

Table 6
Round-trip losses of all EV components as a function of the SOC and the AC current
(in %).
SOC

AC Current

10
30
50
70

A
A
A
A

20%

40%

60%

80%

24.49
18.33
18.96
22.08

20.30
16.15
18.36
22.45

26.89
18.41
17.83
22.19

19.08
15.77
17.40
20.07

as well. Two separate interpolation curves for high SOC ð > 50%Þ and
low SOC ð < 50%Þ are plotted. The interpolation functions are
second-order polynomial. The two SOC curves are more easily
distinguished at high AC power applied ( > than 8 kW, the right
side of the graph), with higher loss for low SOC than for high SOC.
Also, for higher AC power applied, absolute losses are seen to be
higher, even though, as seen previously, the percentage loss is
higher at low power.
There is a diversity of charger electronics technologies with
different characteristics [16]. The vehicle tested uses a polyphase
pulse width modulated inverter and boost switching regulator [32].
With the diversity in charger topologies, one would expect some
differences in the curve of Fig. 2, depending on the topology.
Nevertheless, theoretically it would be reasonable to expect that
most or all charger topologies would exhibit the same pattern of a
constant standby loss plus an additional variable loss that increases
with throughput power.
4.2.4. Summary: total system losses, building plus EV
Percentage losses for charging and discharging for all building
plus EV components are in Table 7 for 10Amps and 40Amps.3 The
EV values are average for all SOCs. Because the battery losses cannot
be measured separately for charge and discharge, each is assumed
to be half the total losses. The battery charging and discharging
losses are assumed equal for 10Amps [33]. For high currents, the
discharging losses start increasing until reaching approximately
10%, because the internal resistance becomes higher [33]. Here, it is
assumed approximately 6% higher discharge loss for 40Amps.
Combining all parts of the system, the general conclusions from
Table 7 are:
a) the PEU losses are highest of all components in either EV or
building, (disregarding the transformer behavior when underrated)
b) the charging losses are less than the discharging losses, and
c) the percentage losses are less at mid and high current charging.
5. Discussion of ﬁndings on efﬁciency and losses
Overall, compared with the magnitude of losses in the building
electrical system, and compared with the losses in the battery itself,
the PEU losses dominate all the system losses. Further, because PEU
efﬁciency varies at different operating parameters, in order to
achieve maximum efﬁciency, charging and discharging are most
efﬁcient at the different currents shown in Tables 4 and 5.
There is little discussion of EV charging efﬁciency issues in the
literature, even less if considering bidirectional charging. Typically,
efﬁciency is measured under design conditions, that is, using
voltages Vin and Vout that are at design conditions, whereas battery
voltage at low SOC may be quite different from those. Speciﬁcations
typically also assume charging current at the mid or upper range of
design speciﬁcations. Manufacturer efﬁciency curves may show
drop-off in efﬁciency occurring at low currents, but do not graph for
differences in voltage. For example, the manufacturer's speciﬁcation sheet for the charger tested here [34] shows 208VAC charging
at the lowest efﬁciency of 80% at 1 kW (5Amps), moving up to 90%
at 2.5 kW (12Amps), and reaching 95% efﬁciency above 6 kW
(30Amps). Charging at 120VAC and 2.5 A was only 50% efﬁcient, at
120 V and 8 A only 80% efﬁcient e indirectly acknowledging that AC
voltage (as well as current) have a large effect on efﬁciency. Upon
comparison of the manufacturer 2-D efﬁciency curve (power vs.
efﬁciency) with the 3-D curve (including SOC), it is shown that the

3

The EVSE, breaker and transformer values are for 42Amps.
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Fig. 2. Round-trip EV Losses against AC power applied, both expressed in absolute kW.

Table 7
Total GIV system percentage losses: building and EV components.
Component

AC current (A)

Percentage losses (%)
Charging

Discharging

EV Battery

10
40
10
40
10
z40
10
z40
10
z40
10
40

0.64
1.69
6.28
5.77
0.10
0.29
0.00
1.30
10.20
3.33
17.22
12.38

0.64
1.91
16.67
19.23
1.42
1.39
2.80
0.60
14.60
6.65
36.13
29.78

EV PEU
EVSE
Breakers
Transformer
Total

closest to the speciﬁcation sheet would be to test with the battery
over 70% SOC and charge current at least 30Amps (6 kW). Thus, the
main differences between the measured values and the data sheet
values probably come from the manufacturer-undocumented SOC
of the battery and the operating conditions of the PEU (input
voltage and currents, ambient temperature, etc.). A quick perusal of
other charger speciﬁcation sheets or research reports leads
credence to these ﬁndings.
Few academic articles present complete test data on EV charging
efﬁciency, for example, they may include tests only near design
conditions (e.g. Ref. [28] with EVSE efﬁciency), and in charging
mode only [27]. The [35] shows EVSE efﬁciency curves from simulations and under limited conditions. Similarly to the results
presented here, considering the EVSE only, the simulations showed
very low losses, under 3% in all cases tested (3.3 kW and 33.5 kW
rates) [35]. One practical guide (non-research) noted that charging
efﬁciency varied greatly with battery SOC [36]; but in that guide the
battery type and charger technologies were older and very different
from this study. The only two research articles that measured effects of both SOC and current (charging only) were [27,36], ﬁnding
signiﬁcant effects on efﬁciency. None of those prior studies
measured a complete system, including building supply, EVSE, EV
power electronics and battery, nor did any loss measurement for
two way power ﬂow. However, by taking partial results from these
other studies, some of the general trends observed here are
validated.
These high percentage losses are not surprising in charging
equipment that must be designed to operate over a wide range of
currents, and voltages, as EV chargers do over a range of charging

stations. This makes EV chargers more difﬁcult to optimize over
their full range of conditions. (Other devices, such as laptop computers and cell phones, charge at varying and lower rates only as
the battery reaches full.) EVs when providing grid services may
charge or discharge at many different rates. As the data illustrate, at
some of those rates the system may be suboptimal.
For discussion, an EV drivers' view of these efﬁciency issues is
considered. These losses are invisible to the user or driver, either in
charging mode or when providing grid services. Thus there is no
direct feedback that the user should keep within the more efﬁcient
regions of the space as shown in Tables 3e5. Further exacerbating
the problem, low-power home charging is often recommended to
EV buyers, as it requires minimal electrical work.
Based on these empirical ﬁndings, the authors have developed
suggestions for overnight charging and algorithms for the most
efﬁcient operation of grid services. In the next section, the effects of
these low efﬁciencies on simple charging and their inﬂuence on
developing speciﬁcations of EVSE equipment are discussed. Then,
how the efﬁciencies should affect grid-integrated vehicle dispatch
algorithms for the provision of grid services is explored.
6. Engineering for non-linear loss functions
The results presented in section 4 show that losses are highly
localized whether in EV charging or in GIV charging and discharging. Loss in the battery and in PEU depends on both current
and battery SOC. Quantitatively, the PEU is responsible for the
largest amount of loss, which varies widely based on the two
aforementioned factors.
In this section, engineering solutions for reducing losses are
explored. First, strategies for setting Ampere speciﬁcations for
simple charging are discussed. The second, and larger, part of this
section compares two dispatch algorithms for GIV. The ﬁrst algorithm does not take the results from this article into account
whereas the second one is based on the experimental measurements and minimizes losses.
6.1. Speciﬁcation of EVSE amperes for simple charging
Assume that the site engineering speciﬁes the electrical connections at a location for a home, or a business charging station
where the vehicle will be parked overnight and weekends. Typically the time parked and the kW power versus needed kWh charge
in the morning are considered. Therefore, if a typical daily commute
or commercial route requires 15 kWh, and the car will always be
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Table 8
Three options of EV charging: charging rates 8Amps at 120 V, 10Amps and 70Amps
at 240 V.
Charging rate
(Amps)

EVSE
voltage (V)

EV
losses (%)

Required
energy (kWh)

Yearly
amount ($/year)

8
10
70

120
240
240

20.00
6.92
4.78

4114
3665
3592

531
473
463

calculation, concluding that higher power sometimes may be costeffective solely due to efﬁciency. For other EVs, efﬁciencies at the
differing power levels would have to be measured, and costeffectiveness separately calculated. (Higher power may have
other beneﬁts, such as driver ﬂexibility to recharge during a stop
between trips, higher revenue from grid services, etc.)
6.2. Dispatch algorithms for grid services

parked at least 10 h, one might consider that 1.5 kW would be
sufﬁcient. Unless higher power is needed for contingencies (e.g. a
fast recharge at the home base between trips), this might be
speciﬁed as 230 V or 240 V at 8Amps, or, in the U.S., 120 V at
12Amps.
A vehicle with a small charger may be optimized at a low
charging rate, today that would typically be 7 kW for a battery
vehicle and 3 kW for a plug-in hybrid. But the ”minimum needed”
speciﬁcation mentioned above would be running a 7 kW charger at
1/4 to 1/8 of it's rated power, or an 18 kW charger, like that used
here at 1/12 of rated power. If the ﬁndings of reduced efﬁciency at
low power were applied to the hypothetical charger being considered here a speciﬁcation of 1.5 kW may lead to overnight charging
at a low efﬁciency. Such efﬁciency consideration is not generally
considered in speciﬁcation of EVSE amperes or kW capacity.
Does it make economical sense to use an EVSE that lowers the
efﬁciency? Using the speciﬁc efﬁciency values of the charger
investigated here, the costs of two different residential EVSEs are
calculated.
To evaluate this question, three options are compared. It is
common for EVs to come with a portable cable including a charger
in-line at 120 V (US) or 230 V (EU and Asia). At 120 V and 8Amps
this provides about 1 kW. Many EV buyers use this as their primary
charging device, although as cited above, efﬁciency at 1 kW is only
80%. This is compared with the measurements for two installed
chargers. From Table 3, by averaging for all SOCs, the 10Amps and
70Amps roundtrip battery losses are 1.29% and 6.45% respectively.
According to [33], for low currents charging and discharging battery losses are equal, while for higher currents, the discharging
losses are approximately 10% more compared to the charging losses. Therefore, the battery percentage charging losses for 10Amps
are 0.64%, and for 70Amps are 2.9%. The PEU percentage losses (see
Table 4) are 6.28% for 10Amps and 1.88% for 70Amps. The percentage losses of battery and PEU for charging mode are summed.
Assuming one year of charging with an average of 12,000 miles
driven and 3.5 mi/kWh, the energy needed would be 3,428 kWh
per year. For each entry in Table 8, the needed 3,428 kWh is
increased to account for losses. With US average residential price at
$0.129 per kWh [37], two options are explored presented in Table 8:
The supplied 8Amps, 120 V charger is free, but adds approximately $60 to the annual cost of recharging. A 10 Amp, 240 V
permanently-installed EVSE might cost $600 installed, while a still
higher power (70 Amp) EVSE installation might increase the cost by
$500.4 Incremental cost from the supplied cable-charger to an
installed 240 V EVSE would pay off in ten years, but savings from
moving to much higher Amperes would save only $10 per year.
Therefore, efﬁciency alone could justify the step from ﬁrst to second level, not the second step to highest power. The example picks
one PEU and uses this article's measurements to illustrate the

In this section, after describing the simulation scenario for a GIV
system, two dispatch algorithms are compared (the equal and the
high efﬁciency dispatch algorithm).
6.2.1. Simulation scenario
The second engineering problem is dispatch of a group of EVs for
grid services. Ten EVs ðNEV ¼ 10Þ permanently plugged-in at 12 kW
charging stations and available for grid services are considered.
These vehicles participate in the frequency regulation market as
organized by PJM, a US TSO, and are controlled by a central
aggregator that receives a signal from PJM on a 2-s basis. This signal
value, ranging between 1 and 1, is then converted by the aggregator into a power setpoint for each EV in the vehicle ﬂeet. The
aggregator is responsible for dispatching this power among the
vehicles, by means of a dispatch algorithm. Two different dispatch
algorithms are compared here for 4 time slots of 8 hours each. This
simulation duration corresponds to a typical plug-in duration at
home for the night or at a workplace during the day.
In both algorithms, this article's experimental results are used to
assess the losses of each EV at each moment, depending on the
requested current and on the battery SOC. In order to build a
continuous loss behavior as a function of current and SOC (since the
data measured are discrete), linear interpolation was used based on
the values provided in Tables 3e5. As a result, a surface that represents the impact of current rate and SOC on the losses was developed. Fig. 3 provides the result of the linear interpolation for the
total round-trip losses. The simulation is based only on the battery
and charger losses because only those are non-linear (except the
large under-used transformer, which is rather unique to this building conﬁguration). The initial battery SOCs are evenly distributed in
the 20%e90% interval for all simulations in both algorithms.
6.2.2. Equal dispatch algorithm
The equal dispatch algorithm operates as follows. First, the
aggregator identiﬁes all EVs available for regulation, that is, the EVs
that have a SOC more than 20% if discharging power is requested or
less than 90% if charging power is requested. It then simply divides
the requested power equally among the available EVs, with respect
to the maximum charging power (here assumed to be 12 kW). The
average energy losses over the 8 h for the ten vehicles are of
32.27 kWh.
6.3. High efﬁciency dispatch algorithm
The high efﬁciency dispatch algorithm solves the following
optimization problem for each time stamp i:

min
P

4
EVSE prices usually include the charging station itself, its installation by a
certiﬁed technician, possible upgrading of household electrical circuits, and so on.
Therefore, cost depends a lot on the existing installations, the location etc. For
instance, the company Sodetrel (France) offers the installation of a wall-mounted
Schneider Electric for 1086V, i.e. $1231 [38].
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Under constraints:

ck2E1; NEV F; 12kW < Pik < 12kW

(9a)
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Fig. 3. Interpolation of round-trip losses (PEU and Battery).

ck2E1; NEV F; 20 < SOCik < 90
NEV
X

Pik ¼ Preqi

(9b)

(9c)

k¼1
k
þ Pik Dt
ck2E1; NEV F; SOCik ¼ SOCi1

(9d)

with Pik and SOCik respectively representing the instantaneous power
and SOC of vehicle k at time i, Preqi the power requested by PJM at time
i, Dt the simulation sample time (here, 2 s) and Losseski the power
losses occurring in vehicle k at time i. Constraints (9a) and (9b) ensures that individual EV power and SOC do not exceed their limitations, constraint (9c) stands for the entire requested power provided
by the ﬂeet, and constraint (9d) stands for the system dynamics.
The simulation results in average losses of 29.53 kWh for the
high efﬁciency algorithm, approximately 8.5% less losses than the
equal dispatch algorithm. For the 4 time slots tested, the high efﬁciency dispatch algorithm improves the losses from 6.96% to 9.66%.
Comparing the two economically, to provide one MW of regulation for one day would require 10 the power of the example
above, over 3 the time. One MW over 24 h at a recent PJM $30/
MW-h market price would generate $720. At an energy cost of
$0.129 per kWh [37], the equal dispatch algorithm would cost
968 kWh in makeup energy or $124.9. The efﬁciency algorithm
would cost 886 kWh, replaced at a cost of $114.3.

7. Conclusions
Experimental measurements were carried out of the power
losses occurring in all the components of a whole GIV system,
including the building circuits and the EV. Each subsystem's power
loss was measured separately. For the building components a range
of current values was tested. For the EV components different
combinations of current and SOC were tested. Losses vary
depending on the current and on the EV SOC.
Based on these experimental results, the authors quantitatively
analyzed design choices to operationally reduce losses, either by
sizing of EVSEs (only charging), or by dispatching algorithms of grid
service providers (charging and discharging).

First, consideration of efﬁciency in sizing a charging station is
recommended. Charging at the lowest rates may require lower
capital cost but can incur higher energy cost. Picking optimum
charger power requires calculation of payback for differing devices.
Additionally, analyzing the efﬁciency of dispatching of grid
services, two dispatch algorithms for the provision of grid services
were compared quantitatively. Results show an 8.5% decrease in
losses when the efﬁciency curve from experimental measurements
is taken into account in the algorithm.
Both experimental results and charging algorithms proposed are
based on one speciﬁc EV charging system and the speciﬁc efﬁciency
curve is particular to that EV system. Therefore, the precise efﬁciency
values here will differ among EVs and electrical circuits. It is common,
however, for both AC to DC (charging) and DC to AC (discharging)
topologies to exhibit highest efﬁciency at the top region of their rated
power e and conversely, to exhibit low efﬁciencies at power levels
less than half of their rated power. Based on both general principles
and on the cursory comparison of other charger speciﬁcations, the
general ﬁndings should hold over many or most EVs.
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Appendix A. Additional information on the experimental
procedure for EV component losses measurements
In this section, additional information on the experimental
procedure is provided via example ﬁgures. Fig. A.4 displays the
recordings of one experiment, with the amp-second neutral cycle
on Fig. A.4a and the corresponding energy exchanged between the
EV and the EVSE on Fig. A.4b. This test was performed for IAC ¼ 21A
and SOC ¼ 60%.

current command, while also recording DC voltage, current, energy
and power. The same cycles as described in Appendix A were
applied, for various DC current and SOC values. The loss calculation
method was therefore same as the one detailed in 3.2.2. Results are
provided in Fig. B.5.
The lab battery test results show similar trends to the ﬁeld
battery tests: losses increase with the current, thus strengthening
the ﬁeld battery loss results.
Appendix C. Measuring devices
Appendix C.1. DM-II PLUS Power Quality Analyzer calibration
The DM-II PLUS Power Quality Analyzer AC meter, manufactured

Fig. A.4. Results of an efﬁciency test performed at AC 21Amps, with SOC ¼ 60%.

Appendix B. Lab battery measurements: checking for
consistency with ﬁeld results
Regarding the battery measurements, the same experiments
were conducted on a battery module in a laboratory in order to
check the consistency of the ﬁeld experiments.
The battery module LiPF6 consists of 53 cells in parallel and 2 in
series. The Arbin Instruments BT-2000 was used to implement DC

by Amprobe company, was used for AC measurements. The clamp
and the meter were calibrated by using the Power Energy Logger
PEL 103 by AEMC Instruments [39]. This device was new and
already calibrated by the company.
Appendix C.2. AcuDC 243-C DC meter calibration
The AcuDC 243-C DC meter, manufactured by AccuEnergy company, was used for DC measurements. The probe used along with
the DC meter is the CYHCS-WLY-300A-14. The rated input current
of this probe is 250 A, while the measurements are expected to be
in the range 0e30 A on the DC bus. Therefore, the DC probe and the
meter were calibrated for low current values. The probe errors ε
assessed at low currents, are deﬁned by equation (C.1):

~I ¼ I þ ε
IDC
DC
DC

(C.1)

with ~I DC the measured current and IDC the actual one. A very precise
DC current source, Keithley Source Meter 2600, was used. The
values measured by the couple probe/meter for several current
values were recorded from 5Amps to 30Amps. In the end, the error
parameters m and s for each current value were evaluated such
that:

εIDC  N

Fig. B.5. Battery module losses as a function of the SOC and the DC current (in %).
Experiments were conducted in the laboratory. No PEV or AC electric components are
included.



mIDC ; s2IDC



(C.2)

with mIDC and sIDC respectively the mean and standard-deviation of
the errors. It was observed that the standard deviations were rather
low and steady. On the contrary, mean errors can reach up to
0.7Amps for 30Amps, which triggers a 2.3% error. Matlab curve
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ﬁtting tool was used to compute the entire curve of mean errors as
a function of the DC current measured (Fig. C.6).

Fig. C.6. Interpolation function for mean errors from the DC meters as a function of the
DC measured current.

By using the interpolation function and the real-time communication ability of the AcuDC meter, the probe measures were
corrected in real time in order to monitor the Coulomb cycles
properly.
Appendix D. Total Harmonic Distortion (THD)
The Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) was measured, but detail
on THD is out of the scope of this paper. Brieﬂy, the THD for low and
high currents, at lower and higher states of charge were measured
using the PEL 103, so as to understand the components of roundtrip losses. Results are presented in Fig. D.7. It is true that at
lower currents the THD is higher than at higher currents, and THD
is higher at lower SOC, but these differences are still marginal
compared to the PEU loss values.

Fig. D.7. Total Harmonic Distortion measurements (in %) during charging.
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